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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Unwavering Christian Commitment
Two years ago I read a report by
John Ashcroft and Clark Kerr
entitled The Preservation of
Excellence in American Higher
Education: The Essential Role of
Private Colleges and Universities.
Little did I realize at the time what
a profound effect a single
statement would have on my
thinking during the next two
years. The statement was innocent
enough - it simply identified that
there were approximately 125
Christ-centered, Protestant
institutions in the United States.
What has so affected my thinking
is the realization that many,
perhaps most of the approximately
3,500 institutions of higher
education in this country, began
with a significant religious
commitment. What has happened
to this heritage?
Apparently, the record of
history would indicate, it is not
easy for an institution to remain
true to its founding principles.
Over time, church support has
waned for these institutions, the
institutions themselves have lost a
commitment to their mission and
the identity of the institution has
changed. Certainly, this could not
happen with a Reformed Church
institution! Or could it?
Unfortunately, the onetime RCA
institution now known as Rutgers
University shares this fate with
many, many others.
At Northwestern there is an
unequivocal commitment to the
Christian dimension, a dimension
that dictates a vibrant, intentional
spirituality and a covenantal
affiliation with the Reformed
Church in America. Reaffirmed a
few years ago in a new mission
statement, there has been no
wavering, do apology on the part
of the Northwestern College
constituency on this matter. This
commitment finds meaning, not in
a fundamentalist, indoctrinating,
suffocating way, but rather in a
vibrant, dynamic, enthusiastic
commitment to Jesus Christ as
Lord and Savior. Some of the
students who attend Northwestern
become Christians during their
college years; more are nurtured in
the faith which was learned and
practiced in their home families. It
is a privilege to build on the firm
foundations established in the
homes of so
many of our
students.
In recent
months, and
for the first
time in my life,
I have felt like
I'm in the
minority - in Dr. James Bultman
the minority
with respect to a biblical
perspective in moral and spiritual
values. It is not a pleasant feeling.
Itdoes accentuate for me,
however, the importance of an
institution like Northwestern,
where a very real attempt is made
to permeate all facets of a college
education with a Christian
dimension. What a privilege, joy,
and yes, responsibility it is to
provide this wholesome
atmosphere for young men and
women during such a crucial time
in their overall development.
Though we admit to daily
reminders of our imperfections,
there is no diminishing in our
striving to be Christ-like in all we
do.
How can we preserve, even
build on the distinctly Christian
education offered at
Northwestern? We are in need, of
course, of the church - those who
believe in the mission of the
college and have the conviction
and commitment to make it a
priority in their support. It is
important that those who believe
in the worth of a Northwestern
College education encourage us
with your words, uplift us with
your prayers, entrust to us your
children and support us with your
financial resources. It is likewise
important that the college remain
true to its heritage by articulating
clearly its mission, hiring
personnel who share this vision
and practicing this commitment in
all curricular and co-curricular
programs.
It is crucial that those who value
what Northwestern purports to be,
have confidence that, in fact, the
college practices what it preaches.
In short, you deserve to know that
we are who we say we are and that
we proclaim and practice a focused
message. The college is not like a
chameleon, changing its identity to
fit the situation. Rather, there is an
overwhelming consensus on our
mission and an unwavering
commitment to it.
In the late '60s the Reformed
Church in America entered into a
covenantal relationship with its
three RCA colleges. This was a
covenant which had mutual
responsibilities. In essence, the
colleges agreed to deliver quality
Christian education and the church
agreed to support the colleges with
their prayers, their children and
their finances.
In a rapidly changing society
and world where traditional
values seem to increasingly come
under attack, it is my impression
that a college like ours has never
been more important. As pastors,
elders, deacons, teachers and
parishioners, I appeal to you to
help make us a priority - for the
good of the church, for the good of
the college and for the good of the
Kingdom. ~ t. ~
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Groups tour
Northwestern has been
represented by the A cappella
Choir, Symphonic Band and
Drama Ministries Ensemble in
performances at several locations
this semester.
The choir toured the Southwest
over spring break, Feb. 26 - March
8. The group presented concerts at
churches and schools in Denver,
Colorado Springs, New Mexico,
Dallas, and Concord, Neb.
The Symphonic Band will
perform at Riverview Park
Reformed Church, Yankton, S.D.,
on March 18 at 7:30 p.m.; Phillips-
burg, Kan., High School on March
19 at 7 p.m.; Hope Reformed
Church, Lincoln, Neb., in the 8:30
and 10:45 a.m. services on March
21; and Norris High School in
Firth, Neb., March 21 at 7 p.m.
The Drama Ministries Ensemble
has been presenting two
contemporary Christian dramas at
several area churches throughout
the semester.
Assessment begins
In an effort to evaluate the
effectiveness of Northwestern's
academic program, the college has
submitted a formal assessment
program to the North Central
Association for its review. Several
components of the program are
already under way:
*A sample group of freshmen
and seniors took a test designed to
assess general education skills
such as math, writing and critical
thinking last semester.
*A committee is preparing a
pilot project which would appraise
portfolios of 15-20 students
beginning next year. The
compilation of their classroom
work would be evaluated to see if
academic growth can be traced
from the freshman year.
"Alumni and seniors will be
surveyed this semester in regard to
CAMPUS NEWS
their academic progress at NWC;
employees of several 1991
graduates also will be surveyed
this spring.
Campaign progresses
Hoogen-
doornCon-
struction of
Canton, S.D.,
began work as
the general
contractor for
the Van
Peursem Hall
renovation
project on March 1. Subcontractors
for the $738,000 project include
Visser Brothers Plumbing and
Heating of Orange City (plumbing,
heating, venting, and air
conditioning) and Noteboom
Electric and Refrigeration of
Orange City (electrical).
Work is under way on the third
floor and roof of Van Peursem.
Renovation will begin on the
second and first floors after the
spring semester ends in May.
Completion is expected by Aug.
15.
Call to Commitment:
Expanding the Vision, of which the
Van Peursem Hall project is a part,
had received more than $10.4
million in cash and pledges as of
late January. That amount
includes endowment expectancies
totaling nearly $2.75 million. The
campaign seeks a total of $12.5
million in cash and $3 million in
deferred gifts to endowment.
Students serve
Nearly 100 students went on
service projects during spring
break. The participants put their
Christian faith into action and
experienced different cultures by
helping people in need.
Northwestern sent groups to
many inner-city ministries: Project
NWC joins Middle
East program
Hospitality on Staten Island, N.Y.;
Challenge Circle in New Orleans;
and the Denver Opportunity for
Outreach and Reflection (DOOR)
program.
Students also worked at
Southern Normal High School in
Alabama; ACCESS, a group home
for the mentally disabled in
Philadelphia; and two orphanages
in Reynosa, Mexico.
Northwestern is a charter
member in the new Middle East
Studies Program sponsored by the
Christian College Coalition. The
program, based in Cairo, Egypt,
begins in the fall of 1993.
Because NWC is a charter
member, its students and faculty
will have preference for Middle
East Studies Program activities.
For the next three years, NWC is
committed to enrolling one
student annually in the program.
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Honors Program
in fifth year
Northwestern's Honors
Program has adopted several
changes to provide a more
rigorous experience for
academically talented students.
Nearly 40 students are
participating in the Honors
Program, which is now in its fifth
year.
To complete the program,
participants are now required to
engage in Honors Research
projects with selected faculty
members. The program also
features interdisciplinary, team-
taught honors seminars on
perennial topics such as war and
peace, work and calling, and
male! female roles. In addition,
students have the opportunity to
meet with visiting scholars and
artists or attend special
conferences, exhibitions and
performances; and substitute more
advanced courses for either
General Studies or major! minor
requirements.
To be accepted into the
program, first-year students must
have an enhanced ACT composite
score of at least 27 or the
equivalent SAT score and either a
ranking in the top 15 percent of
their high school class or a
minimum 3.5 GPA. Current NWC
students are eligible to apply for
the program at any time if their
cumulative GPA is 3.5 or above.
Off-campus programs
Twenty-three students have
been involved in off-campus study
or internship programs this
semester. Among that group are
five students in the Chicago
Metropolitan Semester, one in the
Los Angeles FilmStudies Program,
and two studying in London.
Students in majors ranging from
recreation and business
administration to sociology and
accounting interned closer to
NWC. They worked at such sites
as the Division of Criminal
Investigation in Des Moines;
DEMCO in Boyden; the
Worthington, Minn., YMCA; K-
Products and Sioux County State
Bank.in Orange City; and Sioux
Center's American State Bank.
Faculty kudos
Barry Lawrensen, media
specialist, gave a presentation on
"Training Student Personnel for
Media Services" at the Association
for Educational Communications
and Technology national
conference in New Orleans in
January.
Northwestern's art professors
have had their work in exhibitions
recently. John Kaericher had an
etching included in the biennial
international printmaking
exhibition at Maastricht, the
Netherlands, and two etchings in a
printmaker's invitational exhibit at
Morningside College's Eppley
Gallery. Rein Vanderhill
exhibited several of his flower and
landscape paintings at NWC's Te
Paske Gallery.
Dr. Rodney [iskoot, professor of
music, presented an organ recital
of Christmas literature in Christ
Chapel on Dec. 1.
The Montana Department of
Fish, Wildlife, and Parks has
awarded a cost share grant to Dr.
Fred Van Dyke, assistant professor
of biology. The grant will pay field
research expenses and the salary of
one NWC student to assist Van
Dyke in studying response of
moose home range in Montana's
Beartooth Wilderness this summer.
An article by religion professor
Dr. Lyle Vander Werff was
translated into Japanese and
included in a recent issue of
Theology and Pastoralia. The
Japanese journal published
"Evangelism Amidst the World's
Religions." Fides et Histone, the
journal of the Conference on Faith
and History, has published an
article by Dr. Douglas Anderson.
The assistant professor of history
entitled it "Modernization and
Theological Conservatism in the
Far West: The Controversy Over
Thomas F. Day, 1907-1912."
Paul Blezien, dean for student
affairs, and theatre professors Jeff
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Dr. Paul Bartlett Dr. Judy Vander Wilt
Two NWC professors completed
doctoral studies last semester.
Paul Bartlett and Judy Vander
Wilt are recipients of Doctor of
Education degrees. Bartlett,
assistant professor of physical
education, received his degree in
that field from the University of
Arkansas. Vander Wilt, assistant
professor of education, earned her
doctorate in educational
psychology from the University of
South Dakota.
Dr. Bill Herzog, professor of
communication studies, presented
a paper on "Culture, Ethics, and
Development Communication" at
the Third World Studies
Conference in Omaha. The paper
grew from joint research Herzog
did last year with a Junior Scholar,
Kent Redeker, a senior from
Titonka. Another member of the
communication studies faculty,
Dr. Rick Moore, had an article
published in the Fall 1992 issue of
The Journal of Peace and Justice
Studies. Moore's essay was entitled
"Pacifism as Narrative in the Mass
Mediated Community."
and Karen Barker were all
featured at the Lillenas Drama
Conference in Kansas City Feb. 4-6.
Blezien and Jeff Barker presented
"Cross Purposes" (formerly known
as "Easter Week") at the
conference. The play, written by
Jeff Barker, has been published by
Lillenas. Jeff led three sessions on
directing at the meeting while
Karen gave three workshops on
acting.
The Barkers and several theatre
students participated in the
regional American College Thea tre
Festival (ACTF) in Minneapolis
Jan. 19-23. A play written by Jeff
Barker, "The Final Approach of
Flight 232," was entered in the
Michael Kanin Playwriting
Awards Program and under
consideration for the Short Play
Award. The one-act, which
combines a multi-media
presentation of slides, sound and
video with the actual words of
Capt. Al Haynes and a Sioux City
air traffic controller fighting to
land a severely crippled airliner in
1989, featured Kirnberlee Soo
Felton of Hillsboro, Ore., and
Chuck Hammer of Springfield,
Ore.
Cornie Wassink, director of
capital fund raising and planned
giving, has been elected as
chairperson of District Six for the
Council for Advancement and
Support of Education (CASE).
CASE is a national organization for
individuals who work in the fields
of alumni and constituent
relations, communications, and
philanthropy at colleges,
universities and independent
schools. District Six has over 200
institutional and 1,000 individual
members from Colorado, Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, North
Dakota, South Dakota and
Wyoming.
Dr. Michael Yoder, associate
professor of sociology, is the
author of an article which was
published in the January issue of
Mennonite Quarterly Review.
"Anabaptists and Calvinists Four
Centuries Later: An Iowa Case
Study" is based on data collected
during Yoder's study of the
Orange City and Kalona, Iowa,
communities from 1989-91.
Searches are under way for:
Director of Residence Life
Responsibilities include the developmental and administrative
duties associated with Northwestern's residence life and housing
program. This includes supervision of five residence halls,
apartments and cottages as well as the professional and
paraprofessional residence life staff. Minimum qualifications
include a master's in student personnel or related field with past
professional experience in residence life. Contact Paul Blezien, Dean
for Student Affairs.
Women's Residence Hall Director
NWC seeks candidates interested in working with a residence life
team committed to the profession and ministry of student
development. Minimum qualifications include a bachelor's degree
with significant experience in student development although a
master's in student personnel or related field is preferred. Contact
Paul Blezien, Dean for Student Affairs.
Athletic Trainer
Responsibilities include administering the training program for 15
intercollegiate teams and supervising a NATA program for
educating undergraduates in athletic training. Position also includes
teaching, other duties in the PE department, and advising the
administration as a new athletic complex with training facilities is
built. NATA certification is mandatory; a master's in athletic training
or related field is preferred. Contact Todd Barry, Athletic Director.
Candidates for all positions should have an understanding of and
commitment to a reformed and evangelical expression of the
Christian faith. Consideration of candidates begins in mid-March for
the director of residence life and athletic trainer positions and in
April for the women's residence hall position.
Northwestern College
101 7th St. SW
Orange City, IA 51041
(712) 737-4821
Northwestern College complies with government regulations concerning non-discrimination in
employment. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply.
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A
Real
Winner
by Duane Beeson
When Northwestern sophomore
Amy (Ieltema) Schutt was named
the NAIA Volleyball Player of the
Year the night before the national
tournament began in San Diego,
Head Coach Mike Meyer initially
had some reservations. He didn't
doubt Amy's worthiness of the
honor, but he was concerned about
how she would deal with the
inevitable pressure of the award
during tournament play.
How did she respond? Amy
averaged five kills and 3.2 digs a
game as the Raiders advanced to
the quarterfinal round. Her
performance earned her all-
tournament honors. "In
hindsight," Coach Meyer said in
January, "I realize it was ridiculous
for me to worry about that. Amy
dealt with the pressure very well.
She proved that she deserved the
award by the way she played at
nationals."
Amy's ability to handle pressure
is probably the ultimate reason she
has garnered numerous awards
during her college and high school
athletic career. Her coach at
Orange City's Unity Christian
High School, Wayne Westenberg
'79, says that although Amy's
athleticism is readily apparent,
mental strength is one of her
biggest assets. "Her mental
strength as far as understanding
and thinking the game under
pressure, in my opinion, has beeni :_a_r_m_or_e_im_p_ortantto her success,"
By being named the 1992NAIA Volleyball Player of the Year, Amy Schutt has earned
the highest single season honor ever bestowed upon a Northwestern athlete.
Westenberg explains. "That
mental strength gives her the
ability to rise to the occasion, to
step it up one more notch in the
fifth game or when the game is
tied at 13-13.
"She is the best player I've ever
coached, for so many different
reasons," Westenberg continues.
"There have been people with
outstanding talent, with
outstanding mental strength, with
great leadership, but Amy is one of
the very few who possess all of
those characteristics."
Coach Meyer describes the 6'0"
outside hitter as an NCAA
Division 1 type athlete at an NAlA
school. "For a taller girl, she has
excellent body control; she's really
good on her feet. From a hitting
standpoint, she hits hard. She also
hits the ball high which enables
her to put it away.
"I knew those things when I
recruited her," Meyer continues
about the 1990 Iowa Class 1A
Player of the Year who led Unity to
Amy bumps the ball in a national tournament match.
dimensional individual.
She was married last
summer to high school
sweetheart Bruce Schutt,
part-owner of Four Way
Roofing in Hospers. A
business administration
major, Amy also is a~:~~~~~~~:~I::"::=--__~_~Jstandout in the[ classroom; her 3.85 GPA
led her to be chosen as a
District 15 Scholar-
Athlete.
Amy's work ethic, discipline
and character can be traced to the
people she calls her role models.
"They've always worked really
the state title that year and to a
second place finish in '89. "What
I've learned about Amy in the last
two years is how tough she is
mentally and emotionally. She's
very secure in who she is and in
the abilities she has; she deals with
failure very well. Emotionally, she
always plays at a pretty even keel.
Amy is very, very consistent."
The Orange City native's
consistency is seen in such team-
leading statistics as her .474 hitting
percentage, 97 serving percentage
and 93.9 passing percentage. She
also led the 42-5 Raiders inkills
with 4.6 per game and in digs with
3.4 a contest. For the second year
in a row, Amy's statistics in both
hitting percentage and kills per
game were among the best in the
nation.
Her skills led her to be named to
the all-tournament teams at the
prestigious Southwest State/NA1A
Pre-Season Classic and Graceland
Invitational. In addition, Amy
became the first NWC volleyball
player to earn National Player of
the Week honors.
Despite those awards and many
more, Amy is quick to spread the
credit around. "It was a grea t
season. We had two really strong
seniors-Ann (Sybesma) Korver
and Jenn Manders-who helped us
a lot. They led the way and all
around we just had great talent.
We worked really well together.
We were all really good friends so
we never had any little problems
like some teams do."
Amy is far from a one-
Inophv CASE
AMy SCHUTT
• NA1A Volleyball Player of the
Year, 1992
• NA1A All-American, first team,
1992
• NA1A All-American, third
team, 1991
• All-Central Region, first team,
1992, 1991
• District 15 Player of the Year,
1992 .
• All-District 15, first team, 1992,
1991
• All-N1AC Conference, first
team, 1992, 1991
• Team MVP, 1992
• Team Most Promising Player,
1991
hard, put the family first and made
Christianity the most important
thing in their lives and ours," Amy
says of her parents---Gary, a
maintenance engineer at
Northwestern, and Anita, a child-
care provider.
Meyer likes to recall a
conversation he had with Amy
after the unranked Raiders won
the Southwest State tournament,
out of a field in which seven of the
10 teams were nationally ranked.
"I told her that she had never hit
the floor and played as hard in the
backrow as a freshman, as she did
at that tournament. Her reply, in a
matter-of-fact manner, was, 'If you
don't, you lose.' I think that tells
you a little bit about her character
as far as her desire to win and
excel."
Even though NWC has made it
to the national tournament two
years in a row, Amy's desire to
win has not abated. "I think now
we know how much harder we
have to work in the off-season and
what we have to improve at to be
at the top, to get to the
championship game," she says.
"Now that we know that, we're
willing to put in the extra work to
get there."
Those who know Amy well,
know that she will be leading the
way-both in the off-season and
when the games begin-as the
Raiders seek to reach an even
higher level of play. "With the
graduation of two of our best
hitters (Korver and Manders), we
may have to go to Amy a little
more next year," says Coach
Meyer. "I think she has broad
enough shoulders to carry the
load. She will strap a target on her
back and be a marked woman, but
I'm sure she'll deal with that well."
A reporter at the national tournament in
San Diego interviews Amy.
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NoteworthyAlthoughAmy
Verdoornis
only inte-
rested in
music for the sake of "fun" and
doesn't expect to make it a
vocation, she works as hard at it as
any music major.
Amy, who is in the Symphonic
Band, the A cappella Choir,
Revelation and takes voice lessons,
is actually a sociology major. Her
excitement over music leads her to
try many things in that field. Last
year it led her to a semi-finalist
qualification at the National
Association of Teachers of Singing
Iowa State Competition (NATS).
This year Amy placed first in the
junior women's division of the
contest.
Multitalented musician wins
state vocal competition
by Deborah Menning
A Peale Scholar who is also a
resident assistant in Hospers Hall,
Amy whittled out the time to
polish three pieces for the
competition. Competitors are
required to sing one operatic aria.
Amy filled this requirement with
"Fair Robin, I Love" from
"Tartuffe." While practicing an
Italian art song which translates as
"treasured likeness," Amy used a
picture of her mother to help her
project the correct
r'l---=::----------------, interpretation of the
song. The day of the
competition, she focused
on a woman in the
crowd who bore a
similarity to her mother.
As her last piece, Amy
selected Aaron
Copland's "Where the
Music Comes From"
because, "It's about
finding where your own
music comes from -
perhaps from within
yourself."
Amy says the key to
success with the music is
to interpret it well,
making it believable.
She's had a good deal of
experience with this
element, having acted in
a variety of musicals in
school and summer
theatre. She played the
lead role in "Annie" one
=-------' summer and says that
Junior Amy Verdoom plays the French hom, guitar, h
Participation in speecbanjo and ukulele. She's also an accomplished
vocalist who won her division of Iowa's National contest activities in high
Association of Teachers of Singing contest. school also provided her
with a good
background for
interpretation.
Of her first
place win this
year, Amy relates, "It's a great
honor to know you've done
something well. Competing in
NATS gives me something to work
toward. It's a way to really polish
pieces and get them up to
optimum performance level. We
all go with the attitude that we'll
It's not unusual to
find Amy singing in
chapel services or
sponsoring banjo
sing-alongs on her
wing. She even sings
on her answering
machine's recording.
bring something back with us,
including a wealth of new
performance and vocal strategies,"
Amy gives plenty of credit to
her NWC vocal instructor, Ann
Dorr. "Mrs. Dorr does such a fine
job of selecting the songs for the
competition. She makes
suggestions and we decide for
ourselves which ones we like."
Amy and her sister, Laura '92,
grew up singing together in their
Ashton, Iowa, home. The whole
family did programs for nursing
homes and provided music at
church. When Laura took guitar
lessons, Amy learned three chords
from her and then just" diddled on
my own" until she also could play
well. Recently, a friend has taught
her to play the banjo. Amy and
Laura hope to make a recording
together soon.
Amy isn't sure where her
8
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Everyone's Reaching for the
Northwestern College Alumni Directory
Join the crowd rushing to get a copy of the 1992-93 Northwestern College Alumni
Directory. This is the only complete source for addresses and phone numbers of your
Northwestern classmates.
To get your copy, simply increase your level of giving to the Annual Fund by $25 or more
from last year. Send to:
sociology major will finally lead
her but she says she's open to
"anything." She knows that she
loves teaching and helping people
to learn. Last summer she worked
with Tony Campolo's
organization, Evangelical
Association for the Promotion of
Education, in Philadelphia. The
group is now called Kingdom
Works and Amy could envision
herself returning there eventually
as a full-time staff member. This
summer she will be going to
Kenya on a Summer of Service
project that will place her in a
teaching position.
Amy is well-known on campus
Development Office
Northwestern College
101 7th St. SW
Orange City, IA 51041
(712) 737-4821
as a lively young woman who likes
people, loves the Lord, and loves
to serve Him and others through
her musical abilities. It's not
unusual to find her singing in
chapel services or sponsoring
banjo sing-alongs on her wing.
Music is "fun" and Amy Verdoorn
is all for that.
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by Deborah Menning
Bridge
Builder
Ray Weiss helps to build bridges
between Americans and Arabs
Many years of missionary service in the Middle East gave Dr. Ray
Weiss a love for Arabs and an interest in cross-cultural studies.
Since coming to Northwestern
in 1970, Dr. Raymond Weiss has
worn many hats - chaplain, dean of
students and professor. One role in
Ray's life, however, remains
constant. He has always been in
the business of promoting good
relations between Americans and
Arabs.
Ray's interest in the Arab
peoples began when the Reformed
Church World Missions Board
asked him, as a missionary
candidate, to consider work in
Iraq. For most of the years
between 1957 and 1970, he and his
wife, Dorothy, lived in various
Middle Eastern countries. They
began by studing Arabic in Iraq
where Ray says they lived through
the anti-American revolution and
then "got kicked out." Despite the
ouster, they loved the Iraqi people
just as they came to love Lebanon,
In addition to bringing the
Model Arab League to campus,
Ray has been a key player
in estab lishing the new Middle
East Studies Program.
Bahrain and their peoples. In
Lebanon, Ray served as chaplain
and instructor at the Beirut College
for Women. His work in Bahrain
included pastoring the Arabic
speaking congregation of the
National Evangelical Church.
When the PhD. stipulations of
Fuller Theological Seminary's
School of World Missions required
his doctoral dissertation research
in a foreign language, Arabic was
the obvious choice. Ray received
his PhD. in intercultural studies
from Fuller last summer. His
dissertation examines how
people's emotional reactions reflect
the importance of the various
items in their culture. Although he
used the Arab peoples as examples
in his dissertation, his thesis
translates over to any people
group.
Ray explains, "When people
change from one language to
10
another they automatically to some
degree change the cultural
dynamics they feel. When you are
able to switch languages you will,
at least partially, switch cultures."
A long-standing affiliation with
the National Council on U.S.-Arab
Relations has afforded Ray two
opportunities to return to the
Middle East in recent years on
study tours. In 1988, he stayed on
in Jordan after the conclusion of
experiences in the Middle East
have led several students from that
part of the world to study at
Northwestern. He is actively
involved in the recruitment of
Arab students to campus. To raise
American students' consciences
concerning the Middle East, Ray
has taken several to the Model
League of Arab States and was
instrumental in bringing a regional
segment of the Model League to
Northwestern students Habeeb Awad from Bethlehem and Najwa Jarjour
from Damascus look with Dr. Weiss at a piece of Arabic art which has the
Lord's Prayer done in calligraphy.
his tour to interview a variety of
Arabs as part of his doctoral
research. Last summer he spent
two weeks in Syria as one of a
group of 13 other professors and
scholars. He saw major changes
that have taken place over the last
20 years in the standard of living
including modem plumbing,
electricity and roads in the
countryside. He also observed that
the highly placed government
officials who "wined and dined"
the group were obviously
interested in improving U.S.-
Syrian relations.
Ray's own interest in American-
Arab relations spills over into his
work at Northwestern. His past
campus.
"After taking students on long
drives to Colorado and Michigan, I
asked if we couldn't get our own
regional league," he explains. "I
tried to find someone in Omaha to
host it but we ended up with it
right here on our own campus.
The Model League is sponsored by
the National Council on U.S.-Arab
Relations, the Arab League
Information Center and the
National U.S.-Arab Chamber of
Commerce.
"Students who participate must
read up on and represent Arab
views. During the sessions, they
must act just as the Arabs from the
country they are representing
Up ClOSE
RAy WEiss
Birthplace: Santa Monica, Calif.
Degrees: B.A. in philosophy,
Central College; B.D. (M. Div.)
in theology, Western
Theological Seminary; M.A. in
linguistics, University of
Michigan; Ph.D. in inter-
cultural studies, Fuller
Seminary School of World
Missions and Church Growth
would act in an effort to help them
understand the country from its
own point of view. American
students can have a hard time
doing this because these roles are
often against their own beliefs."
In addition to bringing the
Model Arab League to campus,
Ray has been a key player in
establishing the new Middle East
Studies Program sponsored by the
Christian College Coalition.
Northwestern is a charter member
in the program which begins this
fall with a group of students
studying in Cairo, Egypt. As a
charter member, NWC will have
preference for student placements
and faculty tours and exchanges.
Northwestern is committed to
sending one student a year for the
next three years.
When Ray isn't busy supporting
Ll.Si-Arab relations, you can find
him teaching religion classes,
reading, traveling, or enjoying his
five grandchildren. All of his four
children have attended
Northwestern with youngest son,
Tim, on campus now.
With four alumni in the family
and 22 years of service to the
college, Ray is obviously
committed to Northwestern. He
says, "I'm dedicated to the
direction Northwestern is going
and happy to be a part of the total
team that is seeking to make NWC
a premiere Christian college in all
aspects."
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It's OK to Grieve
"Adoption is a lifelong grief
process for all the parties
involved." This is the conclusion
of Dawn (Lupkes '82) Kroontje, a
crisis pregnancy counselor with
Bethany Christian Services in
Bellingham, Wash. Seven years of
relating to all the parties in the
adoptive triad have supplied
Dawn with much of the raw data
she is using to write a field study I
thesis on grief in the adoption
process.
Dawn's work with Bethany and
the resulting study she is doing
actually grew out of a job she held
for three years at a Lynden church.
As a youth worker in the church,
Dawn worked closely with the
teens of the congregation. The day
came when an unwed, frightened
girl came to her for help with an
unplanned pregnancy. Dawn
accompanied the young mother to
Bethany and worked with her
through the birth and adoption
procedures.
At the time, Bethany needed a
counselor. Dawn was
"dumbfounded" when she was
offered the job but has found it a
wonderful place to work where
she has often seen God's hand
move throughout crisis situations.
Working at Bethany since 1986,
Dawn's primary job has been with
crisis pregnancies. She also spent a
year and a half doing adoptive
home studies.
The most challenging aspect of
her job, Dawn says, is dealing with
post-abortion counseling. "These
women have the most difficult
grief to deal with - a grief riddled
with guilt and anxiety. Often the
reality of their choice comes after
the fact of the abortion. They
suffer a tremendous amount of
pain as they struggle to accept
forgiveness for themselves."
ALUMNI PROFILE
Alumna studies
griefin the
adoption process
by Deborah Menning
Although post-abortion
. counseling is the most challenging
part of the job, Dawn has found a
deep-seated personal interest in
the grief experienced by birth
mothers, adoptees and adoptive
parents. Because many myths and
misconceptions surround
adoption, Dawn felt a need to
educate the public regarding the
process and thus has made the
grief struggle a focus of her
graduate studies at Western
Washington University.
Dawn explains, "From past
practices which have now changed
and media horror stories about
adoption, people misunderstand
adoption. This is the type of thing
tha t might lead a teacher to
mislabel a child who has a
behavior problem by passing it off
with, 'Oh, he's adopted:
"As a society, we don't
recognize the grief involved nor do
we always know how to deal with
grief. For those of us dealing with
the adoption triad, as well as for
the people within the triad itself,
it's essential to recognize and
allow the grief."
Kroontjes says adoption is a
bittersweet thing for the birth
parents - sweet because they know
they are doing the right thing for
their child but bitter because they
must part with a part of
themselves. "In counseling these
people, who have ranged in my
experience from 13 to 37, I
"For those of us dealing
with the adoption triad, as
well as for the people
within the triad itself, it's
essential to recognize and
allow the grief."
emphasize commitment to the
choice," she says. "I tell them that
as they change, grow, and mature,
their commitment to the choice
must change and grow. A lot of
birth parents will progress down
the road five to seven years and
say, 'Looking at my life now, I feel
I could parent a child: They begin
to rethink their original decision. I
tell them that they will have to
make a continual recommitment to
that decision as they mature.
"For the adoptive children, we
need to allow the freedom to
grieve the loss of the birth parents.
Many adopted children grow up
with questions about their birth
mothers. This can be especially
painful in adolescence when all
children are searching for their
identity. In biology class, for
instance, when it comes time to do
a family eye-color chart in the
study of genetics, what does the
adoptive child do? It's a time of
hurt and frustration.
"To the adoptive parents, their
child's grief and questioning can
feel like rejection but they must
allow them freedom in these areas.
Research shows the initial grief
comes between the ages of six and
eight when adoptive children
begin to see that they are different.
Parents shouldn't wait until their
child begins to ask questions. We
suggest they make a 'life book'
which chronicles all the events of
12
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the child's life including early
pictures and photos of the day the
child came into their home.
Throughout childhood and
adolescence the life book can be
used to help the child understand
his or her history. All along the
way, it's important for the
adoptive parent to keep being
sensitive to the child's personal
adoption resolution."
Dawn finds that her greatest
reward comes in watching clients
begin to make choices for
themselves. "Typically," she
elaborates, "my clients are from 16-
20 years old and come from one of
two backgrounds: a rigid home
with many rules and regulations or
a dysfunctional family where one
or both parents have problems.
The dysfunctional families are
often one-parent homes. Many of
the girls have lived their lives in
very controlling environments.
"Many clients assume the role of
the victim whether they are
victims or not. Some don't realize
that they do have control over
their own situations. It's great to
see them beginning to realize that
they do have control, that they do
have the power to make decisions
to get rid of their boyfriends,
continue on in school in spite of
the pregnancy, or keep the child."
To the friends and relatives of
adoptive parents and children,
Dawn has good advice. "There is
such a human drama associated
with adoption and it's easy to get
swept up in it. We need to be
sensitive to the adoption triad by
not pressing for information or
asking personal questions
regarding the birth parents or the
adoption process.
"As Christians, we need to
recognize that adoption is part of
God's plan for all of us. The Bible
clearly outlines that we are all
adoptive members of God's family
through Christ. That
understanding helps us to see that
adoption isn't unusual or even
.f
I
plan.' The terms 'birth mother'
and 'birth parents' are more
acceptable than 'real mother' or
'real parents' which make the
adoptive parents sound like they
aren't real people. Bethany has
information available on positive
adoption language for persons
who want to become more
educated in this area."
Dawn is sifting all of her
findings from her work at Bethany
into a paper. She hopes to shape
her thesis as a practical guide for
counselors, teachers, physicians,
nurses, clergymen and therapists.
With the completion of her paper,
she will earn a Master of Education
degree and a good deal of
satisfaction in the thought that she
may have made adoption an easier
step for many.
Dawn Kroontje finds joy in helping pregnant young women make their own choices.
very different.
"Another thing we can do to
make this easier for the people
involved is not to overemphasize
the adoption in general
conversation. Often we make
distinctions about a child and how
he or she has joined a family.
Think of the times someone you
know has stood up to introduce a
new family at church or in some
other setting and has said, 'This is
Susie and her son and her adopted
daughter.' It's not necessary to
make that distinction.
"Lastly, we need to become
educated in terms of using positive
adoption language. It's common
to hear 'give a child up.' We prefer
'I made an adoption plan.' The
first sounds like failure as if to say
'I gave up' instead of 'I thought
this through carefully and made a
13
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Taking the Public's Pulse
Kalsbeek's survey research aids health studies
By Duane Beeson
Bill Kalsbeek '68 says he
always has had a natural
curiosity about human
behavior and what makes
people tick. Now he gets
paid to fulfill that natural
curiosity. Through his
leadership in scores of
national and international
surveys, Bill has helped
bring insight to issues
ranging from medical care
expenses to public concern
about the risk of contracting
AIDS from health care
workers.
An associate professor of
biostatistics and director of
the Survey Research Unit at
the University of North
Carolina (UNe), Bill teaches
one course annually and
another one every other year
while also collaborating with
colleagues on UNC research
projects. In addition, he does
consulting for organizations
such as the Centers for
Disease Control, the
National Institutes of Health,
the Veterans Administration
and the World Bank.
Bill's research involves
designing, conducting and
analyzing scientifically
representative surveys. Most of
the studies use a state-of-the-art
Computer Assisted Telephone
Interview system. Those who do
academic research by telephone
follow a very strict code of ethics.
An institutional review board
approves each question to be
asked and makes sure that there
are no breaches in confidentiality.
In addition, interviewers are
and more challenging to get
high response rates. We
work hard to promote what
we're doing and explain how
the results of surveys might
benefit those surveyed."
One of Bill's current
projects could benefit those
who suffer from acute lower
back pain. He is the survey
statistician for an Agency for
Health Care Policy Research
study that is investigating
~ ... outcomes and efficiency of
care related to lower back
pain. The project's first
survey found that 15 percent
of the adult population in
North Carolina has had a
bout of chronic or acute back
pain in the past year. The
second survey is looking at
how patients of chiropractors
and medical doctors deal
with their back pain and how
quickly or slowly they
recover.
Bill also is preparing a
national study of elderly self-
......~.J care that will assess to what
Dr. BilI Kalsbeek '68, associate professor of biostatistics extent the elderly are
and director of the Survey Research Unit at the operating without limitations
University of North Carolina, has been involved in dh h
studies for the Centers for Disease Control, the National an ow t ey are coping
Institutes of Health, and many other organizations. with the restraints that they
do have. Conducting this
survey over the telephone
poses unique challenges in
obtaining high quality scientific
data, given the hearing and
cognitive difficulties of some of the
sample population.
In fact, each survey has its own
unique challenges, according to
Bill. In designing a study of
migrant farm workers, he had to
consider how to obtain data from a
mobile population that isn't
trained to ask questions and
interpret responses in a
standardized manner to ensure the
integrity of the data.
"It keeps getting tougher to get
people to respond affirmatively to
taking a survey," Bill asserts, citing
public frustration with the
burgeoning telephone advertising
industry. "The general trend over
the last 20 years is that it's more
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connected to the health care
system. For fertility studies in
third world countries such as
Somalia and Indonesia, Bill spent
from 10 days to five weeks at a
time overseas, trying to learn as
much as he could about the
population to develop a suitable
sampling strategy.
When he arrived in Russia a
year ago to begin designing a
study, Bill found great resistance at
first to the idea of doing a
representative survey that would
show both good and bad.
"Surveys under the Communist
system were often tainted; leaders
tried to avoid the cases that would
portray things in a darker light,"
Bill relates. The project eventually
got under way and is being used
by Yeltsin's government to
monitor how well Russians are
doing economically and
nutritionally; to assess the general
well-being of the population.
Political pressure can be a
problem in the U'S; too. A couple
of years ago Bill designed the
survey samples for a national
teenage sexuality study that
proposed to ask frank questions
concerning adolescents' sexual
knowledge and behavior. When
the project was up for federal
funding, an ensuing uproar made
it a political football that
eventually got dropped. "It
presented an interesting dilemma
for me personally because my
Christian perspective was that I
didn't agree with some of the
behaviors the survey would study,
but I felt that with the threat of
AIDS and sexually transmitted
diseases, we needed to understand
teens' knowledge, views and
behaviors. We can't have our
heads in the sand. We won't make
things better by ignoring the
problem," he explains.
Discovering information that
provides a rational basis for action
is what survey research is all
Up ClOSE
Bi II KAlsbEEk
EDUCATION: B.A. in
mathematics, NWC, 1968;
Master of Public Health degree
in biostatistics, University of
Michigan, 1970; Ph.D. in
biostatistics, University of
Michigan, 1973.
FAMILY: Wife, Rebecca,
architect; daughter, Sarah (8);
son, Brian (5).
CHURCH INVOLVEMENT:
Elder, vice president of con-
sistory, choir member, and 1990
General Synod delegate, First
Reformed Church, Cary, N.C.
HOBBIES: Golfing, playing the
guitar, reading newsmagazines,
playing with their children.
PUBLICATIONS: Book,
Nonsampling Errors in Surveys,
with co-author J.T. Lessler,
Wiley and Sons, 1992; several
articles in scholarly
publications such as
theAmerican Journal of Public
Health and the American Journal
of Epidemiology.
HONORS: Excellence Award in
Statistics and Epidemiology
from the North Carolina Public
Health Association, 1991;
member of Delta Omega, The
Honorary Public Health
Society; nominee for the
University of North Carolina's
McGavran Award for
Excellence in Teaching, 1979
and 1983.
REFLECTIONS ON NWC: "I
hold Northwestern in very
high esteem. That's why it
feels so good to go back. I
have a real fondness in my
heart for Northwestern and I
always will."
about. "We provide objective
information that facilitates high
quality planning and decision-
making. We learn something that
can help people make decisions
that positively affect others' lives,"
says Bill.
Bill's path to a career in bio-
statistics began as a mathematics
major atNWC. "I really appreciated
Ralph Mouw and Gordon Brumels;
they laid a nice groundwork for
me," the Orange City native re-
members. As a junior, Bill started
taking some biology courses from
Dr. Ed Van Eck. "He introduced
me to the scientific literature and
expressed confidence in my ability.
I think he, more than anyone,
influenced me to go to graduate
school." Intrigued by lab work,
Billbecame interested in biostatistics
because it seemed to wed the
quantitative and natural sciences.
After earning graduate degrees
from the University of Michigan,
Bill worked for five years at the
Sampling Research and Design
Center of North Carolina's
Research Triangle Institute (RTI).
A not-for-profit organization, RTI
does a great deal of contract
research for the federal
government.
Bill served as an adjunct
assistant professor at the
University of North Carolina
during his last two years at RTI
and jumped at the chance to
become a full-time UNC faculty
member in 1978. "I always sort of
had my eye on an academic type of
position," he explains. "I enjoy the
student interaction. Not only does
it provide great satisfaction to be
around inquiring minds, it also is
good for my professional growth.
The university is a very
stimulating environment."
Whether he's teaching, conducting
research, serving in his church or
spending time with his family, Bill
tries to follow the standard set by
former A cappella Choir director
Lawrence Van Wyk. "He showed
me the importance of striving for
excellence in the things you do,"
Bill recalls. "He was a taskmaster,
but he was also lots of fun to be
around."
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Lee McKinstrey joins NAIA Hall of Fame
Lee McKinstrey '85, who
quarterbacked Northwestern's
football team to the NAJA Division
II national championship in 1983
and the semi-finals in 1982, was
inducted into the NAJA Hall of
Fame in an Atlanta ceremony in
January.
McKinstrey is the first NWC
athlete enshrined by the NAJA.
He joins Raider Head Coach Larry
Korver, who was inducted into the
Hall of Fame's coaches section in
1990.
McKinstrey, an Orange City
native, holds the NAJA national
record for most yards gained per
passing attempt (10.6) and
previously held the national record
for most touchdown passes in a
season (37). He is still listed in the
NWC record book for career total
LeeMcKinstrey joins Head Football Coach
Larry Korver in the NAJA Hall of Fame.
II
I
I
offense (8,485 yards), season and
career passes completed (208 and
500, respectively), career passing
yardage (7,673) and season
touchdown passes thrown. As a
three-year starting quarterback, he
engineered the Red Raiders to a
32-3-1 record.
A 1991 inductee into
Four earn national honors
~
(-~r
Northwestern's Hall of Fame,
McKinstrey was a first team All-
American and District 15 selection
in his junior and senior seasons,
and was honored as NWC's Most
Valuable Offensive Player in '83.
He was twice named Outstanding
Offensive Player in an NAIA
playoff game-including the
national championship in 1983-
and was the NAJA Offensive Player
of the Week for Nov. 14, 1983.
McKinstrey was a free agent
Four NWC athletes received
national awards at the conclusion
of the fall sports season.
Sophomore Amy (Ieltema)
Schutt of Orange City was named
the NAJA/ American Volleyball
Coaches Association National
Player of the Year in volleyball.
The 6'0" outside hitter also was
named to the NAIA All-American
Amy Schult Ann Korver
with the Dallas Cowboys and
served as assistant football coach
and head baseball coach at Austin
College in Texas following
graduation. The business
administration major worked at
Texas Commerce Bank in Dallas
for several years and is now an
assistant vice president at National
Westminster Bank in Houston. He
and his wife, Sabrina, have a nine-
month-old daughter, Madison
Marie, and live in Tomball, Texas.
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first team. Last year Schutt
achieved third-team All-American
honors. Schutt led this season's
NWC squad in hitting percentage,
kills per game, serving percentage,
passing percentage and digs.
Another Raider volleyball
player, 6'0" middle hitter Ann
(Sybesma) Korver, was selected as
a second-team All-American this
year. A senior from Spirit Lake,
Korver was ranked nationally in
hitting percentage, kills per game
Joel Bundt Rich Knutson
and blocks per game.
Senior offensive lineman Joel
Bundt of Glidden was named to
the GTE/CoSIDA College Division
Academic All-American football
team. He was one of 24 players
selected for the first team from all
of the colleges and universities in
the U.s. and Canada except for
NCAA Division 1. Bundt, a 6'1",
220 pound mathematics major who
carried a 3.87 grade point average,
also was selected as an NAJA
Scholar-Athlete for the second year
ina row.
Senior defensive end Rich
Knutson of Lawler capped off an
outstanding NWC football career
by being selected to the NAJA All-
American second team. The 6'3",
225 pounder led the Red Raiders in
solo tackles this year with 60. The
three-time all-district performer
also was credited with 37 assists
this season. Twenty-one of his
tackles were for losses; he
registered 15.5 sacks.
SPORTS
tournaments we were in, win the
NIAC, be nationally ranked, be
district champions again, and get
back to nationals and finish in the
final eight," Coach Mike Meyer 79
said of the squad's pre-season
goals. "We met or exceeded all of
those. Obviously we feel a pretty
strong sense of fulfillment and
satisfaction in doing that."
For the second consecutive year,
Meyer was named the Central
Region Coach of the Year by the
American Volleyball Coaches
Association. He has led the
Raiders to two straight national
tournament appearances and a
four-year record of 129-31.
Volleyball team ties for fifth
Freshman Jill Zylstra stretches for the dig
during national tournament action.
Northwestern's volleyball team
finished in a three-way tie for fifth
place at the NAlA national
tournament in December.
The unseeded Lady Raiders won
their pool with a 3-1 record,
including a two-game victory over
third-seeded Northwood. North-
western's only losses at nationals
were in pool play to Western Oregon,
which eventually placed third in
the tournament, and in the quarter-
final round to California Baptist,
the eventual national runner-up.
The Raiders completed the
season with a 42-5 record, having
set a school record for most wins.
"We had hoped to finish in the top
two or three of the major
School records fall in winter sports season
Northwestern's winter sports
season featured a couple of new
school records and much hard-
fought competition.
Men's Basketball
The men's basketball team
started the season off by setting a
single-game scoring record,
crushing Mount Saint Clare by a
score of 134-95.
The Raiders went on to win
their own Taco John's Tournament
and post a 16-10 regular season
record. NWC was ranked 19th in
the last NAIA Division II national
poll.
Junior guard Craig Douma of
Orange City led the team with
nearly 21 points a game, moving
him to the ninth spot on the all-
time school scoring chart. Also in
double figures were John Tigges of
Coon Rapids with 15 points,
Orange City's Joe Bomgaars with
12, and Mark Stafford of Pomeroy
and Dan Winterfeld of Sioux
Center with 11 each.
Northwestern's team free throw
shooting percentage of .756 was
the 10th best in the nation.
Individually, Tigges ranked fifth
nationally with an .886 free throw
percentage and Craig Douma was
10th with .875. The Raiders were
the top seed as the District 15
Division II playoffs began.
Women's Basketball
The Lady Raiders were 8-16 as
they headed into the District 15
Division II playoffs.
Orange City's J.J. Korver was
leading the squad in scoring with
11 points. Also in double figures
were Missy Van Klompenburg of
Sioux City and Jill Rector of Vinton
with 10 each. Darla Redeker of
Titonka averaged 8 rebounds a
game.
Wrestling
The wrestling team had won
three duals and qualified three
athletes for the national
tournament by early February.
Qualifying for the national meet
were 158 pound Kyle Lewis of Des
Moines, 177 pound Greg Romberg
of Sheldon, and 126 pound Scott
Eppinga of Rock Valley. Eppinga
was NWC's lone champion at the
Tri-State Conference meet.
Indoor Track
In the early meets of the indoor
track season, several NWC
individuals and relay teams had
first place performances.
Jeremy Bolluyt of Spirit Lake
won the 55 meter hurdles at the
Northwestern Invitational in a
school record time of :07.52. All
told, Raider men won eight events
in that meet while the women
captured four.
Russ Herman of Glidden was an
early qualifier for the national
indoor meet, running the 600
meters in 1:14.46 at a University of
Nebraska race. At that meet,
competing against several NCAA
Division I schools, Melanie Mason
of Pocahontas was fourth in the
shot put.
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OVERHEARD ON CAMPUS
Don Lanphere demonstrates his bebop talents in a concert with Northwestern's Jazz
Band. Lanphere perfonned with Fats Navarro and Max Roach early in his career and
has released nine recordings since re-emerging on the jazz scene in 1982.
"The mentor of somany ofus young
jazz players in the early '40s and
through part of the '50swas Charlie
Parker, known as Bird. There's a
movie about him, and the movie
focuses in on the fact that he was a
heroin addict. There was a whole
generation of us who said, 'If it
makes him play that way, look at
what it's going to do for us: We
just had a legion of young junkies
running around the country. The
difference between then and now
is at least we were playing music:'
Veteran saxophonist DonLanphere,
in chapel. After struggling with
substance abuse for many years,
Lanphere became a Christian.
"A strange thing has happened.
Our fantasies of violence have
become evermore frequent,
extreme and graphic. And the
distance between them and
reality has shrunk. Our harshest
national realities-Los Angeles-
have come to look a lot like our
increasingly violent
entertainment-"Lethal
Weapon"-as well as the other
way around. Ugly images,
especially in entertainment, lead
to ugly realities ...realities that do
not go away when we shut off the
tube or leave the theater."
Dr. Roy Anker, professor of English at
Calvin College, in chapel. Anker, who
taught at NWC from 1975-89, spoke
about movies as part of the Ronald R.
Nelson Scholars and Artists in
Residence Program. A frequent movie
reviewer for Christian periodicals, he
is a co-author of "Dancing in the
Dark: Youth, Popular Culture and the
Electronic Media."
"Living out our salvation really
does mean an ardent, devoted and
faithful engagement of Christians
in the stewardship of the Lord's
earth:'
Susan Drake, United Nations
environmental program manager for
the U.S. State Department Bureau of
Oceans and Scientific Affairs, in
chapel. Drake was primarily
responsible for coordinating the Earth
Summit in Rio de Janeiro last June.
"Don't set your eyes on me,
because I'll fail you. Set your
eyes on Jesus; he'll never fail
you."
Bill Wegman, pitcher for the
Milwaukee Brewers, in chapel. An
outspoken Christian, Wegman told of
being televised on ESPN pounding on
a watercooler after giving up a two-
run homer to Don Mattingly.
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Dr. Bert Kempers '20 died Oct. 25 in
Albuquerque. He graduated from Hope
College and Northwestern University
Medical School. He was a medical
missionary with the Reformed Church in
Mexico and Guatemala for two years. In
the '30s, he was a doctor for the U'S.
Indian Service at Pineridge and Rosebud
reservations. He worked in the Indian
Hospital of Albuquerque for six years
before going into private practice in 1941.
He served in the Army Air Corps during
WWIl and then continued his private
surgical practice in Albuquerque until his
retirement in 1972. Survivors include his
wife, Harriet; and brothers John '17 and
Marion '40.
Ralph Posthuma '27 died Aug. 3 in Le
Mars. He graduated from Hope College
and married Margaret Landman. He
owned and operated the Coast to Coast
store in Le Mars for 40 years. He was a
member of St. John's American Lutheran
Church. He is survived by his wife, two
sons, and a daughter.
Joanna (Bloemendaal '31) Ver Hoef
died Oct. 16 in Sioux Center. She married
Clarence Ver Hoef and was a farm wife
until their retirement in 1976. She was a
member of Central Reformed Church. She
is survived by her daughter, Carol
Karssen '57, and her son, Dan '66.
Bernard De Haan '32 died Nov. 29 in
Sioux Falls. After graduating from the
Academy, he attended Nettleton Business
College. He worked for several years
before serving in the Army during World
War II. He was a clerk accountant for the
City of Sioux Falls for 24 years until his
retirement in 1979. He was a member of
the First Reformed Church, the VFW and
the DA V. Survivors include his wife, Etta;
four daughters; and three brothers
including Gary '25 of Sun City, Calif.
The Rev. C. Walter Bunger '46 died
Aug. 28 in Fremont, Neb. After attending
seminary, he and his wife" Jeanette, served
in Baptist churches for over 40 years. He is
survived by his wife and two sons.
John Masselink '49 died on Sept. 16 in
Grand Rapids, Mich. He is survived by his
wife, Paula, and three children.
David Annear x'78 died Sept. 20 in San
Diego. He was employed by the Pacific
Telesis Co. He is survived by his parents,
David and Joy Annear of Ida Grove, Iowa.
Lawrence "Prof" Van Wyk 136 directed Northwestern's A cappella Choir for 23 years.
Lawrence Van Wyk '36, a music
professor at Northwestern from 1954-77,
died Oct. 21 in Sioux Falls. He graduated
from St. Olaf College and received a
master's degree from the University of
South Dakota. During World War Il, he
served in the Army. He was a member of
Trinity Reformed Church where he had
served as an elder and director of the
senior choir. He was a member of the
committee that authored and published
the Reformed Church in America hymnal
Rejoice in the Lord. He is survived by his
wife, Dorothy; four daughters: Marilyn
Draayer, Carol Fugitt '69, Pat DeVries '71,
and Judy Meylink '74; one sister, Wilma
Leslie '45; one brother, Gene '41; and eight
grandchildren.
Durodola Yomi Kongi x'74 died on
Dec. 19 in Flint, Mich. After attending
NWC for two years, he completed his
bachelor's degree at Oklahoma City
University. He earned his MBA from
Central State University in Edmond, Okla.
He returned to his native Nigeria in 1977
where he spent many years on the faculty
of the Ibadan Polytechnic College of
Business Management and later was
general manager for Wale's Sea Foods. He
returned to the U'S. in 1990. Survivors
include his six children.
Todd Heemstra '92
Todd Heemstra '92 died after a car
accident on Dec. 31 in Primghar, Iowa. He
was employed by K-Products in Orange
City. A business administration major at
NWC, he served as a Student Ambassador
and was active in several service projects
including a Summer of Service (SOS)
missions experience in Indonesia in 1991.
He was a member of the American
Reformed Church of Primghar and was
active in the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. The family requests that any
memorial gifts be given to Northwestern
to fund an award enabling students to go
on 50S projects. He is survived by his
father, Larry; his step-mother, Lois; and
three brothers, Jerry '83, Dennis '85, and
Greg '90. He was preceded in death by his
mother, Joann (Wiersema '57).
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Dr. Clarence Buurman is one of five
people in the Greenville, S.c., area who
received 1992 jefferson Awards for
outstanding community service. The
retired vice president of Emery Chemicals
has been an active leader in the Rotary
Youth Exchange Program, Greenville
Sister Cities International, junior
Achievement, and many other
organizations. He received NWC's
Distinguished Service to Community and
State Award in 1987.
'39
Dr. Gerald De jong of Orange City,
who was Northwestern's academic dean
from 1961-65, has completed his fifth book.
The Reformed Church in China, 1842-1851
has been published by Eerdmans in
recognition of the 150th anniversary of the
founding of the Reformed Church's
mission at Amay, China.
'40
Dr. Peter Meerdink retired from a
career in veterinary medicine in 1985. He
and his wife, Geneva (Hubers), now live in
Tucson.
'42
The Rev. Kenneth Dykstra took a leave
of absence in February and March as
pastor of congregational care at First
Reformed Church of Pella to serve at
Calvary Reformed Church of Ripon, Calif.
He formerly served the Ripon church from
1958 to 1969.
'46
Ray Heemstra continues as a consultant
to lIT Research Institute, Chicago. Ray
and his wife, Maxine (Roos '47), live in
Bartlesville, Okla.
Anna Beth (Schaafsma) Magee has
retired in Hospers after living in Texas for
40 years. She now has an antique shop.
'47
Roger De Valois will retire as a senior
engineer for Tri-State Generation and
Transmission Association in June. He will
be moving from Craig, Colo" to Loveland,
Colo.
'48
The Rev. Harvey and Angeline (Smit
'48) Calsbeek live in Sibley where Harvey
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continues his ministry in retirement by
serving as the associate pastor at the First
Reformed Church.
'51
Charollene (Vander Pol) Coates is the
education department chair and director of
student teaching at Chadron State College
of Nebraska.
'55
Henrietta Van Maanen recently retired
from 32 years of working with cooperative
extension in Iowa, Washington and
Nevada, She now serves as a volunteer in
missions a t Sheldon Jackson College of
Sitka, Alaska.
'64
Harold Dykstra is the energy plant
manager for Immanuel Medical Center in
Omaha, His wife, Carol (Friese '62), is in
her 30th year of teaching.
'65
Marvin Boelman, a social studies
teacher in Sioux Falls, S,D., was one of 67
teachers nationally to attend the month-
long Summer Geography Institute
sponsored by the National Geographic
Society inWashington, D,C., last surruner.
The institute is part of a campaign to
improve geography instruction in the
classroom through creative teaching
methods.
'68
Vine (Moss) Van Roekel has joined the
staff of Area Education Agency #4 in Sioux
Center as an educational services
consultant. She comes to the job with 23
years of elementary teaching experience in
the Sioux Center public school system,
'71
Loren Romberg has been named the
1992-93 teacher of the year for the Sioux
Center school system. A business
education teacher, he also is the yearbook
adviser. He received a Teacher
Recognition Award from Northwestern
last spring.
The children of Pros and Merrlta
(Smidt) Tumonong became U.S. citizens
last September. Spenser is 6 and Samara is
4, The Tumonongs live in Muncie, Ind.
'73
Marilyn Dykstra and her husband, R.
Lewis Van Atta, have moved to Savannah,
Ga., where Marilyn teaches reading and
writing at Savannah State College. Lewis
is an engineer with Gulfstream Aerospace,
Keith Marra was honored by the Iowa
Basketball Coaches Association inOctober
with the Roushar-Evans Award for
outstanding and dedicated service to
students and athletes in Iowa. The award
is given annually to two assistant, or junior
high, coaches nominated by their head
coaches, He teaches and coaches at the
junior high level in the Hartley-Melvin-
Sanborn system.
'74
Dan and judy (Van Wyk) Meylink
have moved to Madison, Wis., where Dan
is chief operating officer for Century
Companies and CUNA Mutual.
Kenneth Vander Schaaf has moved to
New Milford, Conn" where he is still
employed with Union, His new title is
manager of export operations.
'75
Leon Korte earned his Ph,D. in
accountancy last April at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln. He is now an assistant
professor in the School of Business at the
University of South Dakota. He and his
wife have two daughters, Kendra (11) and
Kirsten (9).
'77
Dann and Mary (Vinke '78) Schroeder
live in Klemme, Iowa, where Dann is a
math teacher in the public school. Mary is
employed at Central Soya as an
accountant.
Sharon (Vander Meer) Ten Clay
currently serves on the eRe Publications
Board and Executive Board. She also
works as an area consultant for eRC
Publications in Texas, Arizona and New
Mexico, Sharon lives in Albuquerque.
'79
Bill and Sheila (Hoffman '77)
Krogman live in SI. Cloud, Minn., where
Bill recently earned his master's degree in
curriculwn development from St. Cloud
State University.
Carol Vander Ploeg participated in
"Mission to Russia '92" with Josh
McDowell and Campus Crusade. She
spent 11 days distributing Russian Bibles
and Christian literature to passers-by in
Moscow, Minsk, and St. Petersburg.
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Wayne Westenberg, head volleyball
coach at Orange City's Unity Christian
High School, was chosen as the Northwest
Iowa Review 1992 Volleyball Coach of the
Year. His team finished with a 40-3-1
record, losing a semi-final round match at
the state tournament to eventual state
champ Lincoln-Stanwood.
Scott Witte is the director of client
services at Hope Haven in Rock Valley.
His wife, LaVonne (Meyer '78), teaches
special education for AEA 4 at River
Valley School.
'80
David Menning works as a casualty
actuary at State Farm corporate
headquarters in Bloomington, Ill. He has
been named to Outstanding Young Men of
America, Who's Who Registry of Global
Business Leaders, and Citations Who's Who
Registry of Rising Young Americans. He and
his wife Cindy have three children, Susan
(16), Tom (11) and Lea (10).
'81
Timothy Dalman is a nuclear operator
at Quad Cities Nuclear Power Station in
Cordova, Ill. He was awarded "Pro of the
Quarter" status recently on the job. He
and his wife, Jennifer, write and record
Christian music and perfonn in the
Mississippi Valley region.
'82
Ann (Johnson) Girard and her
husband, Tony, have recently moved to
Lawrenceville, Ga. Ann is working in the
laboratory at Gwinnett Medical Center.
Doug Gould is teaching 7th and 8th
grade in the Choices program at Boone
junior High School in Boone, Iowa.
Jeff Mouw and his wife, Sandy, are
both teachers and coaches at Greene
Community School in Greene, Iowa. They
have two children, Sara (5) and David (2).
Capt. Roy Paul is serving with the
Marine Corps in Okinawa, Japan.
'83
Shari Brink was ordained into the
Reformed Church in America as a minister
of word and sacrament on Feb. 7 at Bethel
Reformed Church in Sheldon. After
receiving her MDiv. degree in june from
Fuller Theological Seminary, Shari is now
minister of college and young single adults
at New Life Community Church in
Artesia, Calif.
Jerry and Janet (Folkers '84) Heemstra
live in Carroll, Iowa, where Jerry is the
Alvin '75 and jane Eilderts, daughter,
Hannah Elizabeth.
Nicholas '75 and Cindy De Vries, son,
Samuel George.
Steve '78 and Connie Wiertzema,
daughter, Karic MiCale, joins Kale Steven
(5).
Ronnie and Bonnie (Schreur '79)
Hawks, son, Caleb joshua.
Don and Debra (Rozeboom '79)
Kincaid, son, Connor Robert.
Brad '80 and Sherrie Zeutenhorst, son,
Taylor Jay.
Paul and Kate (Ververs '81) Bryant,
daughter, Valerie Sloane, joins Michael (2).
Jerry and Cindy (Ten Haken '81)
Chettinger, son, Ross Michael, joins
Lindsey (6) and [ena (3).
The Rev. Thomas and Jill (Meerdink
'81) Vander Zouwen, daughter, Ellyn
Marie, joins Anna and Luke.
Dave '82 and Vera Boender, daughter,
Elizabeth joy, joins Timothy (8), Samuel
(4), and Caleb (2).
jim and [ana (Brumels '82) Muir,
daughter, Kaylee Lynn, joins Amanda (6),
Mollie (4), and Amy (1).
Dale '82 and Lila (De Kruif '82)
Sietstra, daughter, Adri Io, joins Erin (2).
Kirk '82 and Judy (Vermeer '85) Te
Grootenhuis, daughter, Brandi.
Jay '82 and Rosalyn Wielenga,
daughter, Leah Ann, joins Aaron (3).
Nora (Mouw '83) and Brett '85 Mulder,
son, Andrew John, joins Kelci (2).
Dan '83 and Gina Ohden, daughter,
Lisa, joins Kaitlyn (3).
Mr. and Sheryl (Bredlow '83) Schanil,
son, Timothy, joins jennifer (2).
Bruce '83 and Lisa Van Aartsen, son,
AlexHenry.
Glenn '84 and Martha Bruxvoort,
daughter, Ellen Leah.
Mr. and Mrs. John '84 Von Arb,
Births
daughter, Anita.
Brad and Karleen (Klaver '85) Carlson,
son, Calvin Thomas, joins Austin (6) and
Alayna (3).
Kevin '85 and Debbie (Church '86)
Fischer, daughter, joy Renee, joins Michael
(2).
Dan '85 and Melinda (Mellema '90)
Kaemingk, son, Cody Daniel.
Dr. Steve '85 and Deb (Kuiper '84)
Locker, daughter, Jessica Rose, joins
Joshua (3) and Daniel (2).
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce '86 Muilenburg,
daughter, Brianna Marie.
Russ '86 and Nora (De Haan '88)
Verburg, daughter, Kecia Lanae, joins
Erika.
Eric '86 and Suzie (Zimmer '86) Te
Grootenhuis, daughter, Taylor Carmen.
Tony '87 and Teri (Van Wechel '89)
Anderson, son, Tyler Donn.
Stan and Robyn (Swartz '88) Johnson,
daughter, Kylie Brooke.
Rick and Linda (Richardson '88)
Mercer, son, Ryan.
Gary and Robyn (Start '88) Mulder,
daughter, Erin Sue.
David and Debra (Blom '88) Stanelle,
son, Nathan John.
Mark and Kim (Kilpatrick '89)
Carrigan, daughter, Kellerie Ann.
Rod '89 and Denise Matthews, son,
Paul Edwin.
Jeff and Caren (Stoel '90) De Boer, son,
Nicholas Andrew.
Christopher and Paula (Truesdell x'90)
Lindsley, daughter, Paige Marie.
Jim '91 and jill Zeutenhorst, son,
joseph Daniel.
jon and Julie (McKinstrey '92)
Roetman, son, Anthony Jon.
Dr. Rick (assistant professor of
communication studies) and Kim Moore,
daughter, Emily Kathleen.
'86
Tom Laing is an assistant vice president
at Commercial Savings Bank in Carroll,
Iowa. His wife, Betsy (Kleymann '87), is
assistant manager of The Buckle Inc.. a
clothing store in CarrolL The Laings have
one son, Malt (4).
The Rev. Carol Swanson Poston,
pastor of the Farmers Chapel and Center
Chapel United Methodist churches near
Indianola, Iowa, was ordained an elder in
the United Methodist Church at special
services last summer in Ames. The order
of elder is the highest classification of
ordained ministry in the United Methodist
Church.
finance manager for Pella Corporation and
Janet takes care of their two boys, Jonathan
(4) and Michael (1).
'85
Tsuneo Hattori recently accepted a full-
time position as a sales representative for
industrial applications with AMPC Inc. of
Ames.Iowa,
Dr. Gary Swart completed an
emergency medicine residency at Ohio
State University last june. He began
teaching as assistant professor of
emergency medicine at the Medical
College of Wisconsin in july.
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'87
Tony Anderson is a national account
representative responsible for the Chicago
territory for K-Products Inc.
Kim (Ongna) Bousema works in
Orange City as a pregnancy counselor at
Bethany Christian Services.
The Rev. Scott Crane graduated from
New Brunswick Seminary last May and
was ordained in June. Beginning in July,
he has been pastor of Florida Reformed
Church of Minaville, N.Y., and First
Reformed Church of Amsterdam, N.Y.
'88
Faith Baker earned a master's degree in
intercultural studies from Wheaton
Graduate School in 1991. She lives in
Lombard, Ill.
Sue Cleveringa is an elementary
counselor inMarshalltown, Iowa.
Dan De Groot is a new co-proprietor of
L'Trio Cafe in Sheldon, Iowa. L'Trto has
been in operation for more than 50 years.
De Groot and a friend purchased the
business last fall from the retiring owners.
Tracy Henninger-Chiang received a
master's degree in linguistics from the
University of Iowa last May. She now
coordinates the English as a Second
Language program at Buena Vista College
Name
Address
in Storm Lake.
John Jennett is now assistant vice
president at City State Bank of Madrid,
Iowa, after working three years at
American State Bank in Osceola.
Joyce Ramold is pursuing a master's
degree in rehabilitation education at the
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville.
Karen (Kludas) Roghair taught in the
preschool program for the Orange City
Day Care Center for two years and is now
pursuing her early childhood endorsement
by completing her student teaching at
Northwestern. Her husband, Dan, works
for Tyson Foods in Le Mars as a
purchasing agent. The Roghairs also do
catering in the area for a variety of special
occasions. They have a son, Andrew (2).
Paul and Arlys (De Jong '89) Slaughter
left in October for a short-term assignment
with Mission Aviation Fellowship. Paul
will serve as an aircraft technician in
Paramaribo, Suriname, South America for
one year.
Kevin Van Veldhuizen, playing in the
Swedish Super League, was named Player
of the Game in the annual All-Star game.
The contest pitted all-stars from two pools
against each other. Kevin scored 29 points
and grabbed 20 rebounds.
Debra (Blom) Stanelle is a job club
counselor for a community action project
in Grand Rapids, Minn. As an
employment and training counselor, she
conducts workshops on job hunting skills
and links individuals with community
services.
Home Phone --------------- Classof---
'89
Derek and Joan (Vande Kamp) Brower
have begun a two-year term with the
Peace Corps in Botswana. Derek teaches
science and Joan teaches art.
Dr. Leanne Bylsma-Mulder has begun
a family dentistry practice in Orange City.
She is a 1992 graduate of the University of
Iowa College of Dentistry.
'90
Caren (Steel) De Boer is now product
development analyst at Berkley
Information Services in Luverne, Minn.
She designs software packages for
insurance companies within the Berkley
Corporation.
Paula (Truesdell )('90) Lindsley works
part-time at the Mason City j.C. Penney
store.
Shannon Stoel is a youth minister at
Bethany Reformed Church in Clara City,
Minn.
Steve Van Otterloo is a senior
patrolman for the Webster City, Iowa,
police. He is also a staff sergeant with the
Iowa Air National Guard, serving as a
military policeman at the Guard's Sioux
City air base. His wife, Lisa, is a family
therapist for Gerard of Iowa treatment
programs.
Valerie (Wickham) Hire is currently
working as the office manager of Fruit
Distributing Corporation in Los Angeles,
Calif. The company is a fresh produce
brokerage house serving the states of
Washington, California, Arizona, Idaho
and Oregon.
'91
Matt Boer is attending the University of
South Dakota working on a master's
degree in physical therapy.
Krista Bowers has completed her
master's degree in library science at the
University of Iowa.
Stan Bowman is enjoying his work as a
legislative assistant handling labor, health
and famlly issues in the Washington, D.e.,
office of Senator Slade Garton.
Melinda Tweet is teaching first and
second grades at the new Heritage
Christian School of Iowa City.
Melinda Van Engen is pursuing a
master's degree in art history at the
University of Iowa.
Jim Zeutenhorst is the administrative
assistant for the City of Sioux Center.
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Cory and Susan (Stander) Brandt live
in Burke, S.D., where Cory coaches football
and teaches science at the high school.
Susan is a kindergarten teacher in Gregory,
S.D.
Lisa Burris teaches math and computer
science at Ontario Christian School in
California.
Janna (Kappers) Heinen is a second
grade teacher at Lincoln Elementary
School in Mattoon, Ill.
Lisa Hubbling is an area manager at
the Shapka store inAberdeen, S.D.
Darren Kleis is an investment
accountant at the Principal Financial
Group in Des Moines.
[ody Kroon teaches K-12 vocal music in
Homer,Neb.
Dan and Lori (Burris) Van Beek live in
Thornton, Colo. Dan is art director at
Focus Designs. Lori serves as human
resources manager at Malcombs Fresh Re-
pack.
Paul Van Englenhoven works in the
long-term insurance department of the
Principal Financial Group as a computer
progranuner.
Marriages
Ken Cook and Karyn De Boer '78,
Midland, Texas.
Kelly Langholz and Rebecca Cooper
'84, Truro, Iowa.
Duane De Kruyff and Marietta Vande
Kamp '84, Otley, Iowa.
Tim Knox and Marlene Ebbers '85,
Morrison, IiI.
Doug Ayers '86 and Donna Davis, West
Union, Iowa.
Tracy Henninger '88 and Tony Chiang,
Storm Lake.
John Schutte and Melissa Lubbers '90,
Sioux Falls.
Steve Van Otterloo '90 and Lisa Jetter,
Webster City.
Glenn Cozzens and Julie Wilkinson
x'90, Akron, Ohio.
Gary Schaap and Amy Schultz '91,
Merced, Calif.
Anne Slagter '91 and Douglas Groen,
Renville, Minn.
Brad x'92 and Linda (Whitsell '92) Van
Regenmorter, Maurice.
Derrick De Haan '93 and Pamela Van
Geider, Orange City.
Todd Heinen '93 and Janna Kappers
'92, Mattoon, IiI.
Sean Bulthuis x'94 and Heather
Blankers '92, SI. Paul, Minn.
The cDuples reside in the cities listed.
Brad Van Kalsbeek works in
accounting with Williams and Company in
Orange City.
Linda (Whitsell) Van Regenmorter
teaches 7th and 8th grade literature and
language arts at the West Lyon
Community School near Inwood.
Dave Van Steenwyk works for a video
State' _
production agency in Brookings, SD, TV
Productions.
Laura Verdoom is teaching K-6 music
in Boyden, Iowa, and seventh grade music
in Sheldon.
Laurie Wipperling is in charge of
inventory control at Library Binding
Service of Des Moines.
WANTED:
Bright, Articulate Students to
Apply for Endowed Student Grants
How are endowed scholarship grants made possible?
Endowed scholarships are
provided through the
generosity of individuals
who are concerned about the
future of Northwestern
College and recognize the
importance that financial
aid plays in attracting quality
students to our campus.
Endowed scholarships are
funded through specified
will bequests and cash
contributions or a
combination of the two.
If you would be interested
in obtaining more informa-
tion about establishing an en-
dowed scholarship, contact
Cornie Wassink, Director of
Planned Giving, (712) 737-
4821 or complete and return
the following form.
Please send me the following informational brochures:
D 37Things People "Know" About Wills That Aren't Really So
D What to Do Before Drafting or Reviewing Your Will
D Funding Endowed Scholarships at Northwestern College
Name _
Address _
Zip, _
Telephone -' -'-- _
Send to: Cornie A. Wassink. Director of Planned Giving, Northwestern College, 101
7th St. SW, Orange City, IA 51041
City _
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Calendar of Events
March FINE ARTS
April Art Exhibit, Northwestern [uriedACTIVITIES
Student Show, Te Paske Gallery12-13 Movie, "JFK," Bogaard Theater, 6:30 and 9:30 3 Sioux County Oratorio Chorus and Ap.m. cappella Choir Concert, Christ Chapel, 8 p.m.19-20 Movie, "Regarding Henry," Bogaard Theater, 6 Student Recital, Dann Vander Heul, voice,7 and 9:30 p.m. Christ Chapel, 8 p.m.26-27 Movie, "Curly Sue," Bogaard Theater, 7 and 13 Sioux County Orchestra Concert, Christ9:30p.m. Chapel, 8 p.m.27 International Banquet, DeWitt Fitness Center 16,17, Spring Play, "Quilters," The Playhouse,Mini-Gym, 6 p.m. 21-24 8 p.m.
24 Band Festival Concert, Christ Chapel, 7 p.m.FINE ARTS 29 Chamber Music Concert, Christ Chapel, 8March Art Exhibit, Northwestern Senior Art p.m.Major Shows, Te Paske Gallery
12 A cappella Choir Home Concert, Christ GUEST LECTURESChapel, 8 p.m. 21-23 Dr. D. John Lee, assistant professor of26 Symphonic Band Home Concert, Christ psychology, Calvin CollegeChapel, 8 p.m.
GUEST LECTURES
May24-25 Guest Lectures, Dr. Mark Noll, McManis
Professor of Christian Thought, Wheaton
College ACTIVITIES
1 Movie, To Be Announced, Bogaard Theater, 7
and 9:30 p.m.
April 7 Heritage Day Luncheon, Fern Smith
Cafeteria, 12 noonACTIVITIES 7 Baccalaureate Service, Christ Chapel, 7:302 Hostess Supper, DeWitt Fitness Center, 7 p.m.p.m. 8 Commencement, DeWitt Fitness Center, 102-3 Movie, "Some Kind of Wonderful," Bogaard a.m.Theater, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
3 Coffee House with Pierce Pettis, FINE ARTScontemporary Christian musician, 9:30 p.m., May Art Exhibit, graphic design by PhilFern Smith Cafeteria Scorza, Granville, Te Paske Gallery16-17 Movie, "Deceived," Bogaard Theater, 7 and
9:30p.m. (For more information about any of these events, call the30 Movie, To Be Announced, Bogaard Theater, 7 Office of Promotion and Information Services, 712-737-and 9:30 p.m. 4821, Ext. 228.)
